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In response to the November 5, 2011 article titled “Eritrea raising money in Canada, financing terrorists to attack 

Canada”, the Eritrean Canadian Association of Ontario (ECAO) and all the members of our great community are 
shocked and disappointed that the National Post would betray and squander its credibility by inserting itself in an 
unsubstantiated report propagated by self serving individuals without an ounce of truth, facts or evidence.  
 
Your attempt to depict Eritrean as contributors to the Al-Shabbab terrorist organization because they pay their dues to 
the development of their country is a malicious and completely baseless. 
 
First and foremost, Eritrean Canadians are law abiding citizens who are well integrated into Canadian society working, 
studying and participating in sectors of our society. Furthermore, Eritrean-Canadians are proud of their Canadian 
identity and will continue to make positive contributions to Canadian society and would not support any acts that 

would disrupt or threaten Canada’s security or its harmonious society. Eritrean-Canadians consider Canada to be 

their home and value the rights and privileges granted to them to preserve their Eritrean identity. The insinuation that 
Eritrean-Canadians would ever support terrorism in anyway is malicious and contrary to the facts. 
Thus the propagation of these types of malicious and groundless accusations can victimize and marginalize many 
ethno cultural communities. It has been shown that similar ill considered allegations promotes unfounded 
stigmatizations and impairs the ability of newcomer to these communities to integrate in a healthy way. 
 
The 2% contribution was an idea that was proposed by Eritrean Diaspora communities in North America and Europe 
in 1992, to reconstruct a war ravaged country and economy. It was subsequently accepted by the Eritrean 
government as a proclamation. As a result of these contributions, Eritrea is one of the leading nations among the 
undeveloped countries in achieving food security, education, health care and building infrastructure in the country.  
 
Eritrean-Canadians who have visited Eritrea recently have seen the great deal of progress and development that has 
occurred as a result of these contributions. Eritrean-Canadians categorically reject the assertion that the 2% 
contribution is a tax that is forced on them by government officials or individuals acting on their behalf simply because 
it has never happened. 
 
Lastly, it seems the primary source of the information contained in this article was made by an individual named 
Aaron Berhane. Mr. Berhane was originally welcomed by the Eritrean community in Canada but has alienated the 
community with his ongoing self serving political activities. Mr. Berhane is not someone that garners respect from the 
members of his community. One wonders why Mr. Berhane receives so much attention from the National Post in 
Canada when he has absolutely no credibility within his own Eritrean community. 
 
The National Post and Mr. Berhane have crossed the point of political activism with its 
accusations. A way needs to be established - preferably legal - to clear the accusations 
and ask Mr. Berhane and Mr. Stewart Bell to provide the evidence of individual and collective responsibility for their 
outrageous accusations or immediately retract their accusations publicly. 
In the mean time the National Post needs to acknowledge the irreparable harm done to the community by the 
publication of the defamatory allegations. If the National Post wishes to speak with the Eritrean-Canadian Association 
of Ontario, we would warmly welcome the opportunity. 
 
Eritrean Canadian Association of Ontario 

Letter in response to article “*Eritrea raising money in Canada, financing terrorists to attack Canada*” 

http://news.nationalpost.com/2011/11/05/eritrea-is-raising-money-in-canada-and-financing-terrorists-that-want-to-
attack-canada/ 
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